Nucleotide-binding site (NBS) disease resistance genes play an important role in defending plants from a variety of pathogens and insect pests. Many R-genes have been identified in various plant species. However, little is known about the NBS-encoding genes in Brachypodium distachyon. In this study, using computational analysis of the B. distachyon genome, we identified 126 regular NBSencoding genes and characterized them on the bases of structural diversity, conserved protein motifs, chromosomal locations, gene duplications, promoter region, and phylogenetic relationships. EST hits and full-length cDNA sequences (from Brachypodium database) of 126 R-like candidates supported their existence. Based on the occurrence of conserved protein motifs such as coiledcoil (CC), NBS, leucine-rich repeat (LRR), these regular NBS-LRR genes were classified into four subgroups: CC-NBS-LRR, NBS-LRR, CC-NBS, and X-NBS. Further expression analysis of the regular NBS-encoding genes in Brachypodium database revealed that these genes are expressed in a wide range of libraries, including those constructed from various developmental stages, tissue types, and drought challenged or nonchallenged tissue.
Introduction
To ward off the attacks of bacteria, fungi, oomycetes, viruses, and nematodes, plants have evolved various defense mechanisms to protect themselves. One of the major mechanisms is characterized by a gene-for-gene interaction that required a specific plant resistance (R) gene and a cognate pathogen avirulence (Avr) gene [1] . This type of specific resistance is often associated with a localized hypersensitive response, a form of programmed cell death, in the plant cells proximal to the site of infection triggered by the recognition of a pathogen product [2, 3] . Previous works show that the plant genomes contain a large number of R-genes to counter a variety of pathogens.
Most characterized R-genes contain the regions that encode NBS at the N-proximal part and a series of leucinerich repeats (LRRs) at the C-proximal part [4] . The NBS domain is involved in signaling and includes several highly conserved and strictly ordered motifs such as P-loop, kinase-2, and GLPL motifs [5] , which has been demonstrated by the binding and hydrolysis of ATP and GTP. However, the LRR motif is typically involved in protein-protein interactions and ligand binding with pathogen-derived molecules, suggesting that this domain may play a pivotal role in defining pathogen recognition specificity [6] . In plants, the NBS-LRR genes have been subdivided into two main groups based on the presence or absence of the N-terminal Toll/interleukin-1 receptor (TIR) homology region [7] [8] [9] . Most of those genes, especially in the monocots which lack the TIR, have a coiledcoil (CC) motif in the N-terminal region.
Previous studies show that the NBS-LRR class of genes is abundant in the plant species. So far, a large number of NBSencoding sequences have been isolated from various plant species: 149 such sequences are present in the Arabidopsis thaliana genome [10] , 535 in rice [11] , 330 in poplar [12, 13] , 333 in Medicago truncatula [14] , 459 in grapevine [13] , 55 in papaya [15] , and 158 in Lotus japonicus [16, 17] . However, except a study which described the number of R-like genes and their evolutionary pattern among four different gramineous plants [18] , no other information was reported about the NBS-encoding genes in the Brachypodium distachyon such as structural diversity and gene duplications.
Brachypodium is a very attractive model system for the monocot lineage due to a number of favorable features, including its small stature, simple growth conditions, rapid life cycle, and genetic tractability [19, 20] . Brachypodium is a member of the subfamily Pooideae and is closely related to wheat, oats, and barley [21] . In addition to its obvious utility as a model for the world's most important food crops, Brachypodium is also a highly tractable model for emerging biofuel crops, such as switchgrass and Miscanthus [22] . In 2010, a draft sequence of the complete Brachypodium genome sequence (diploid-inbred line Bd21) was released [23] . This information is publicly accessible (http://www .brachypodium.org/) and is particularly useful for exploring gene families and predicting functional conservation between species.
In the present study, we performed a genome-wide analysis for the NBS-LRR resistance genes in B. distachyon. We identified a total of 239 NBS-encoding genes including 126 regular NBS genes and 113 nonregular NBS genes. Structural diversity, conserved protein motifs, gene duplications, chromosomal locations, phylogenetic relationships and promoter regions were analyzed in all the regular NBS-LRR-encoding genes to support their association. Meanwhile, expression analysis of the regular NBS-LRR genes in drought stresses and the tissue-specific libraries were carried out using the Brachypodium database. These results would facilitate the isolation of new resistance genes and offer more target genes to engineer more disease resistant crops.
Materials and Methods

Identification of NBS-LRR Genes.
The B. distachyon protein sequences (1.2 version) were downloaded from the website http://www.brachypodium.org/ to construct a local protein database. Method used to identify the NBS-encoding genes in B. distachyon is similar to that described in Arabidopsis and rice [10, 11] . The complete set of sequences from the NBS genes was identified in the genome of B. distachyon using a reiterative process. First, a set of candidate NBS genes with the NBS motif was selected from the complete set of predicted B. distachyon proteins using a hidden Markov model (HMM) [24] for the NBS domain from the Pfam database (PF00931; http://pfam.sanger.ac .uk/search). In the second step, the selected protein sequences were aligned based only on the NBS domain using CLUSTAL W [25] . This alignment was then used to develop a B. distachyon-specific HMM model to identify the B. distachyon R-like sequences according to the method used in Arabidopsis [10] . This step was crucial to find the maximum number of candidate genes. The refined HMM was then compared again with the complete set of predicted B. distachyon proteins. The threshold expectation value was set to 10 −10 [11] , a value determined empirically to filter out most of the spurious hits. And then, some gene models were manually modified if they lacked one or more of the conserved motifs characteristic of that class of NBS-LRR gene -NBS  XN  3  20  NBS  N  12  0  TIR-NBS  TN  0  3  Total nonregular NBS genes  113  63  Total NBS-LRR genes  175  480  Total NBS genes  239  535 Note: a Data from Zhou et al. [11] .
through gene prediction programs. In the third step, sequences of the predicted and manually modified NBS-containing proteins were compared to the nr (nonredundant) database by the BLASTP searches of the local database, allowing the identification of regular and nonregular NBS-genes [26] . Subsequently, the Pfam (http://pfam.janelia.org/), InterProScan (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/pfa/iprscan/), and PRODOM database (http://prodom.prabi.fr/prodom/current/html/home.php) were used to determine whether the corresponding NBS candidate proteins encoded the TIR, NBS, or LRR motifs by default. The COILS programs (http://www.ch.embnet.org/software/COILS form.html and http://toolkit.tuebingen.mpg.de/pcoils) were used to specifically detect CC domains [27] . The detailed protein motif and domain information was used to classify the NBS-encoding genes into subgroups.
Analysis of the Conserved Motif Structures and Gene
Duplication. The structural diversity among the identified NBS genes was also investigated by us. The predicted aminoacid sequences were subjected to the domain and motif analyses. For this purpose, the NBS domain was defined as the region extending from the Pre-P-loop to the MHDV motif; which contains about 300 aminoacids, based on the Pfam. We performed the MEME (multiple expectation maximization for motif elicitation) analysis [28] on the 126 regular NBS-LRR genes from our predicted candidate proteins (Table 1) with the conditions: (1) optimum motif width was set to 6 and 50; (2) maximum number of motifs was designed to identify 20 motifs; (3) the iterative cycles were set by default. The nonregular genes were excluded from the MEME analysis because their sequences in NBS were too divergent or their motif lengths were too short to allow them to be aligned well with the regular NBS genes. Moreover, B. distachyon NBS gene-duplication events of the NBS genes were also investigated. We defined the gene duplication in accordance with the criteria: (1) the alignment covered >70% of the longer gene; (2) the aligned region had an identity >70%; (3) only one duplication event was counted for tightly linked genes [29] . A block of duplications was defined if more than one gene was involved in the duplication. 
Chromosomal Locations of the NBS-LRR Genes and
Identification and Analysis of the Promoter Regions.
For each predicted regular NBS gene, the 2 kb upstream regions were selected according to the position of the genes provided by the B. distachyon annotation information. The extracted sequences were screened against the PLACE database [32] . Regulatory elements overrepresented in the dataset and known to be involved in regulation during the resistance response and under stressed conditions were selected for further analysis [33] . Among them, WBOX (sequence TGAC(C/T)) associated with the WRKY transcription factors [34] , CBF (GTCGAC) [35] , and GCC boxes associated with the ERF-type transcription factors [36] were retained for further analysis.
Expression Analysis for the Regular NBS-LRR Candidate
Genes. To gain the insight into the expression profiles of NBS-LRR genes in B. distachyon in different tissues and tissues under the drought stress levels, the B. distachyon EST database was searched using the identified NBS-LRR genes. The data thus obtained was analyzed and grouped according to the level of stress exposure and tissue specificity.
Results
Identification and Classification of the NBS-Encoding
Genes. Availability of the complete B. distachyon genome sequences has made it possible for the first time to identify all the NBS-encoding genes in this plant species. From the first two steps of filters, a total of 239 NBS-encoding genes Bradi1g00227.1m
Bradi4g44560.1m
Bradi1g01397.1m were identified in the B. distachyon (Supplemental File 1 and Supplemental File 2). 6 gene models were improved through manual modification, which were indicated with an "m" beside the gene name ( Figure 1 ). For each revised gene model, the number of introns, exons and their positions on the genome were determined by BLASTN search using a local database containing the complete B. distachyon genome sequences of each chromosome (Supplemental File 3). Among of the six gene models, the sequence of Bradi4g09957.1 m matched perfectly with the accession number ACF22730.1 of GenBank and was thought to have a wrong terminal exon. Bradi4g44560.1, Bradi1g00227.1, and Bradi1g01397.1 were predicted as those which lacked specific motifs or contained large deletions compared with conventional NBS-RR genes even though they had apparently intact ORFs. For example, Bradi1g00227.1 lacked a Cterminal of the predicted protein as a result of a deletion at the 3 end of the gene. Bradi4g10037.1 was thought as the gene fusion of Bradi4g10037.1m1 and Bradi4g10037.1 m2. Through searching the B. distachyon EST database, we found that all the revised gene models were supported by EST evidence.
In the third step, we determine whether the identified R-like genes belonged to regular or nonregular genes in accordance with the criteria used in rice [11] : (1) The alignment covered ≥70% of the longer gene; (2) The aligned region had an identity ≥50%. Through the comparison of nr database we considered 126 hits as the regular NBS genes which primarily showed ≥50% identity with the subject sequence of nr database, and the remaining hits were defined as the nonregular NBS-encoding genes. Although the nonregular genes contained the NBS structure, they were notably different from the regular NBS genes because of excessively short motif lengths or too divergent motifs. Thus, we restricted our current analysis to the 126 regular NBS-LRR genes NBS domains of the NBS genes in A. thaliana could be phylogenetically classified into two distinct groups, distinguished by the presence and absence of a TIR motif in the N-terminal regions [9] . However, in the B. distachyon genome, none of them contained the TIR domain. Therefore, the sequences within NBS domains in regular NBS genes could not give a clear classification for these genes. For these reasons, we classified the regular NBS genes in B. distachyon based on the N-terminal and LRR regions. As the non-TIR genes from dicots typically have a CC motif in the N-terminal region, we first identified 113 of 126 regular NBS-LRR genes with CC motif from B. distachyon. In addition, some of the regular NBS-LRR genes contained some unknown motifs, which were symbolized as X. According to the differences of the regular NBS-LRR genes in the N-terminal and LRR regions, we finally classified them into four types: CNL, NL, CN, and XN (Table 1) .
Analysis for the Conserved Motif Structures in the Regular NBS-LRR Genes.
To investigate whether the N-terminal region in regular NBS genes shared motifs, and to examine whether the CC and non-CC gene groups also shared motifs the genes and gene groups were analyzed together using the program MEME. And, as expected, 20 putative conserved motifs were found ( Figure 2 ; Supplemental File 4) among them. The detailed motif sequences were shown in Table 2 .
The MEME results revealed that the N-terminal of NBS-LRR genes was not very divergent as compared with those of rice [11] . All the CNL and CN genes at the N-terminal contained a Q(L/I/V)RD motif ( Table 2 ; motif 8), as a non-TIR motif that was present in nearly all the NBS-LRR genes of different plant species [11] . And only one gene (Bradi2g09434.1) among the remaining genes of other types contained this conserved motif in the middle of its sequence.
Previous work identified eight major motifs in the NBS region, and most of them have different patterns depending on whether they are present in the TNL or CNL groups [7] . In this study, the MEME results identified the motifs that matched the eight major motifs identified previously confirming that the NBS domain is the most conserved region among the domains encoded by R genes. Intriguingly, the eight motifs identified in B. distachyon were in the same order with that found in the A. thaliana. And the P-loop, Kinase-2, RNBS-B,GLPL and MHDV motifs showed high levels of similarity between the R-like genes in B. distachyon and A. thaliana, whereas RNBS-A, RNBS-C, RNBS-D, and RNBS-E in the B. distachyon were quite dissimilar to their counterparts in A. thaliana (Table 2) . However, the eight major motifs differed in their divergence within and between the 102 CNL, 12 NL, 11 CN, and 1 XN groups. In addition, a previous study showed that GLPL motif was the core conserved domain of R genes [7] . In this study, we found that 96 percent of the regular NBS-LRR genes contained this motif in B. distachyon.
Duplications of NBS Genes.
During evolution, both segmental duplication and tandem duplication have contributed to the large number of gene families in plants [37] . The gene duplications have greatly expanded the NBS gene family in both monocot and eudicot lineages. In this study, we confirmed these genome duplications by the BLAST comparison of all the predicted B. distachyon proteins against each other. A total of 49 out of the 126 regular NBS genes duplications were identified and were subsequently divided into 20 gene families. The maximum number of family members was seven, and the average number of family members was 2.45. More robust analysis of gene duplication in NBS-LRR genes was carried out by comparing recent duplications of the NBS-encoding genes in Arabidopsis, rice, and B. distachyon. Previous study showed that 472 regular R-like genes were found in rice [11] . When more stringent criteria were applied, 464 regular R-like genes in rice were identified by Yang et al. [38] . Here, the analysis of gene duplication among the three plant genomes was restricted to their regular R-like genes. The results revealed that the percentage of the multigene families (two or more members per family) in regular NBS genes of B. distachyon (38.9%) genome was significantly lower than in Arabidopsis and rice (46.6 and 53.4%, resp.) genomes (Table 3) . Furthermore, the number of family members in B. distachyon (20) was lower than both of the Arabidopsis and rice (25 and 93, resp.). The average number of NBS members per multigene family was 2.45 in B. distachyon, and also lower than that of Arabidopsis (3.24) and rice (3). This analysis revealed reduced duplications in the genome and multigene families in B. distachyon. More interestingly, only two pair of NBS-LRR genes ( Figure 3 ) was found on duplicated chromosomal segments. Thus, tandem duplication could play a major role in the expansion of NBS-encoding genes in B. distachyon. Figure 3 shows the locations of the regular NBS-LRR genes on the 5 chromosomes of B. distachyon. They were separately located on each chromosome individually or in clusters, and their distribution was non-random ( Figure 3 ; Supplemental File 5). For example, Chromosome 5 contains only 10 NBS-LRR genes, while Chromosome 4 contains about one-third of the total regular NBS-LRR genes. There was no obvious difference between the distributions of the CC-and non-CC-types of genes on the chromosomes. Studies on Arabidopsis and rice report uneven chromosomal distribution of the NBS-encoding genes, and most of the NBS-containing genes have been found in clusters [9, 11] . Based on Houb's (2001) [39] definition of a gene cluster, it is a region that contains four or more genes within 200 kb or less. In this study, we found 43 genes (51%) resided in 11 gene clusters using a sliding window size of 200 kb, and that the average number of genes in a cluster was 4 (Supplemental File 5). For this window size, two largest clusters contained 7 genes. One was on chromosome 1, and the other was on chromosome 4. However, no gene cluster was found on chromosome 3 and 5. If a sliding window size of 100 kb was used, 69% of NBS domains occurred in clusters of at least two genes, which was much lower than that in M. truncatula (79.8%) [14] . Further relaxing these clustering criteria with sliding window size of 430 kb, a significant fraction of B. distachyon NBS were in two very large, extended clusters: one was at end of chromosome 1 containing eight genes, and another was at the end of chromosome 4 containing 11 genes.
Chromosomal Locations and Phylogenetic Analysis of the Regular NBS-LRR Genes.
Phylogenetic Analysis of the Regular NBS-LRR Encoding
Genes. The phylogenetic relationships, among the regular NBS genes and the evolutionary history of this gene family were inferred by constructing a combined phylogenetic tree with the aligned regular R-like protein sequences. For the size of the inferred tree image was too large, we divided it into two parts (Figures 4(a) and 4(b) ) on the basis of the clades constructed from B. distachyon R-like genes. Figure 4 showed phylogenies, including chromosome of origin (by sequence name), gene relatedness, gene ortholog in A. thaliana and rice, evolutionary rate, approximate expression levels, and the regulatory element counts (Right). The phylogenetic tree also showed the gene clusters of B. distachyon with labels before the gene name in different color patterning. For example, the majority of members in the largest gene supercluster on chromosome 4 (by green circle patterning) happened to cluster together in the phylogenetic tree. However, the rest of gene clusters was not the case. Figure 4 also revealed the genes due to chromosomal duplicate with their name in blue. For example, Bradi4g09957.1 m and Bradi3g61040.1 are from different chromosome, and they had 88.48% identification between their aminoacid sequences, which showed that these genes were possibly originated from genomic duplication and subsequent divergence under the selective pressure of pathogens. In addition, we found that 111 of these 126 Rlike genes from different chromosomes are the orthologs of A. thaliana from the same chromosome 3, which showed that the 111 R-like genes from B. distachyon and the chromosome 3 of A. thaliana may have evolved from a common ancestral gene via speciation. 
In Silico Analysis of the Promoter Regions of the NBSEncoding Genes.
We identified the promoter sequences in 2 kb windows upstream of the predicted regular NBSencoding genes as described in M. truncatula [14] . Three regulatory elements including the WBOX cassettes, CBF boxes, and the GCC motif implicated in either response to pathogens or plant stress were identified as being overrepresented in the 2 kb region upstream of regular NBS-LRRs.
The analysis results showed that WBOX element existed in all the regular NBS encoding genes averaging 17.10 per gene (Supplemental File 1; Figures 4(a) and 4(b) ) and 80.95% contained at least 11 predicted WBOXs. In contrast, the average numbers of other element types were 3.36 (CBF) and 2.01 (GCC). Of the predicted regular NBS-LRR genes, 51.6% contained the three multiple boxes. However, we see no clear evidence of a correlation between the arrangement of these promoter cassettes (WBOX, CBF, and GCC) and in silico expression via EST counts.
In Silico Analysis of the Expression of NBS Encoding
Genes Based on the B. distachyon EST Database. To assess which genes in this study had expression support, the coding regions of the regular NBS-LRR genes were searched against EST databases of B. distachyon with BLASTN. The matches with 90% identity were considered to be significant. Our analysis revealed that only 8 percent of the 126 regular NBS-LRR genes were not supported by EST from B. distachyon tissue-specific and drought stress-related libraries (Supplemental File 1). This result indicated that either the 10 NBS-LRR genes were not expressed in all the conditions used for analysis or that they were expressed in very low quantity, which cannot be detected. Meanwhile, the large proportion of genes with expression support testified to the high quality of the initial genome annotation and provided very useful information for further experimental verification.
Discussions
Many aspects of the NBS disease resistance gene family have been extensively studied and described in other species [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . In this study, we identified 239 NBS-encoding genes in the 1.2 version of the B. distachyon Bd21 genome, which represents 0.77% of all the predicted proteins. The number of NBS-encoding genes was consistent with that of Arabidopsis Col-0 genome [10] , but clearly lower than that of the rice genome [11] . More interestingly, the same number of NBSencoding genes was identified by Li et al. [18] from the 1.0 version of the Bd21 genome when they analyzed the unique evolutionary pattern of numbers of gramineous NBS-LRR genes. However, the method used by them for estimating the number of NBS-LRR genes does not allow us to repeat, thus we could not investigate the relationship between these data. But at least there was some difference between them just judged from the descriptions of the two papers. For example, in our study six gene models were manually modified by us, but they did not mention that in their articlepaper. On the other hand, the types classified by the domain of these Rlike genes and the number of each type were different, which may be caused by the parameters set of our analytic software.
In sum, there was little in common between our studies except for estimating the same number of R-like genes in B. distachyon. They focused on research on the evolutionary relationship of the R-like genes among the four grass species, while our focus is to characterize these identified R-like genes of B. distachyon in detail on the bases of structural diversity, conserved protein motifs, chromosomal locations, gene duplications, in silico gene expression, promoter region, and phylogenetic relationships. In addition, in order to examine whether our method is feasible in identification of NBS-like genes from B. distachyon Bd21, we manually counted all of the annotated NBSlike proteins from NCBI. Only two NBS genes (accession numbers GU733187 and ACF22730.1) in GenBank were found on Chromosomes 2 and 4 separately, which corresponded with the Bradi2g51807.1 and Bradi4g09957.1 m identified by us. More interestingly, one of these two genes was misannotated during the automated annotation process. Therefore, we undertook the complete manual reannotation and analysis of the NBS-LRR gene family to rectify incorrect start codon predictions, splicing errors, missed or extra exons, fused genes, split genes, and incorrectly predicted pseudogenes. At last six gene models were modified for which the translation of predicted protein sequences did not match other annotated conventional NBS-LRR proteins. For example, the sequence of Bradi4g09957.1 m mentioned above was reannotated with the wrong terminal exon, which matched perfectly with the accession number ACF22730.1 of GenBank. And the sequences of Bradi4g10037.1m2, Bradi1g00227.1 m and Bradi4g44560.1 m were reannotated with either incorrect start codon predictions or deleted protein motifs or domains, which were identical to the B. distachyon sequences of XP 003577237.1, XP 003558418.1, and XP 003577143.1 predicted by NCBI (released on 15 November, 2011), separately. However, these three sequences were not annotated by the http://www.brachypodium.org/. In silico gene expression showed that they all have EST support, especially the gene model Bradi4g10037.1m2 which was supported by 74 ESTs. Similarly, One-third of the identified R-like genes were found in Arabidopsis [10] , and 59 identified R-like genes were found in M. truncatula [14] with annotation errors. Therefore, analyses using only automated annotations without manual reassessment risk misinterpretation, particularly when large gene families are considered. Continual refinements to gene prediction programs may reduce the rate of errors in annotation.
Domain Structures.
The three-dimensional structures of plant resistance proteins were based on research on their animal homologs, but advanced technologies in molecular biology and bioinformatics tools have enabled prediction of the structures and mechanisms of interaction of specific receptors with pathogen effectors [40] . The two main domains of plant R proteins, NBS and LRR, seem to be the most crucial in the pathogen recognition process and the activation of signal transduction in the response to pathogen attack. The NBS domain was characterized by NTPase activity, and it was suggested to play a crucial role as a molecular switch activating signal transduction. Several conservative motives such as the P loop (Walker A or kinase 1), the RNBS-A, kinase 2 (Walker B), RNBS-B, RNBS-C, GLPL, RNBS-D, and MHD motifs can be distinguished in this domain [41] . Recently, NBS motif has been used as a molecular marker to assess variation associated with potentially functional regions of the genome underlying specific phenotypes [42] . And the essential structural element of the LRR domain is the tandem repeat of 20-30 aminoacids containing a consensus sequence LxxLxLxxNxL, where L is a leucine residue or another aliphatic aminoacid, N is asparagin, threonin, serine or cystein, and x is any aminoacid [43] [44] [45] . A protein with an LRR domain has to contain at least two LRR repeats. The tertiary structure of a single LRR domain is usually a horseshoe-shaped superhelix, and each repeat forms other coils of the superhelix. It is believed that LRR domains constitute a platform for protein-protein interactions [44, 46] .
Multiple alignment and MEME analysis among the 126 regular R-like genes in B. distachyon revealed that the presence of conserved domains such as P-loop (motifs 2 and 9), RNBS-A (motifs 14), Kinase2 (motifs 7 and 18), RNBS-B (motif 10), GLPL (motifs 3 and 15), RNBS-C (motif 19), RNBS-D (motif 1), and MHDV (motif 6) ( Table 2) . From the MEME results, we found that not all the regular genes contained these eight conserved motifs but at least five of them. As for LRR domain, no significant motif was found like the motifs that were in the NBS domain from our meme results because the rates of aminoacid substitutions in LRR domains were generally high. Paterson et al. was the primary contributor to the evolution of resistance genes, in that the beta sheets in this core region have more potential for functional innovation than those in other regions [47] . For CC-motif, the analytic result of the Coils program was consistent with that of MEME. All the regular R-like genes with CC-motif at the N-terminal of sequences included the motif 8 ( Table 2 ). The domain analysis of these regular R-like genes also showed that a majority of these genes contained the three conserved domains mentioned above: CC, NBS, and LRR, which belonged to the canonical classes described in the literature [9, 10] . And a minority of genes had less typical or atypical domain arrangements. For example, Bradi2g09434.1 lacked the LRR domain but contained a C-terminal AP2 domain. Bradi5g22187.1 (CNL) contained a zef-BED domain at the C-terminal of its sequence like in Populus [12] , and there were also several genes with atypical structure CNNL. They were uniformly distributed on different chromosomes, supported by ESTs but were not included in any multigene families or gene clusters.
Gene Distribution, Gene Duplication, and Phylogenic
Analysis. As is the case in other plant genomes, NBS genes are also clustered physically in B. distachyon. 11 gene clusters with different members are nonuniformly distributed on chromosomes 1, 2, and 4 of B. distachyon. This is clearly an outcome of the birth and death process that results from tandem duplication or contraction in a cluster. Not only the NBS-LRR genes of B. distachyon tended to cluster, but many also lay in superclusters, such as a supercluster with 11 NBS genes on the terminal of chromosome 4. It was also found in M. truncatula, whose largest supercluster included 82 genes.
These examples demonstrated the parallel expansion of both gene copy number and diversity between the copies in a gene cluster. Of course there are also some of NBS-LRR genes which did not cluster together with any other NBS genes in B. distachyon. These genes are singletons, some of which are closely related to sequences elsewhere in the genome, such as Bradi4g03005.1 and Bradi3g60446.1. Although they are rare, these genes may play the role of pioneers, seeding new regions of the genome with NBS-LRRs, and potentially establishing new locations for future clusters.
Phylogenetic analysis of the 126 regular R-like genes showed that all the members of each multigene family identified by us clustered together in the phylogenetic tree. But it was not the case in their members of our identified gene clusters. We found that most clades of the phylogenetic tree were dominated by sequences from one chromosome (and usually from one or a small number of genomic clusters), but many also contained small numbers of sequences from other chromosomes. These mixed clades could arise in several ways: by chromosomal rearrangement (e.g., breakage and fusion), by transposition, or by large-scale genomic duplication. Examples were shown in Figure 4 , such as the mix clades which contained a subclade with ten sequences from chromosome 4 and a subclade with 4 sequences from chromosome 2 (at the top of Figure 4(a) ). The presence of heterogeneous phylogenetic NBS clusters in B. distachyon resembles the situation in rice [48] and Arabidopsis [10] .
Promoter Region and EST Expression.
To examine the expression levels of the regular NBS-LRR candidates from different tissues of B. distachyon, each candidate was analyzed using B. distachyon EST database. These genes are expressed in a wide range of libraries, including those constructed from various developmental stages, tissue types, and drought challenged or nonchallenged tissues. Only 8% of the regular NBS genes had no EST support, which reflects probably the low levels of expression or the fact that the NBS genes are only expressed under specific conditions in specific tissues. Thus, it should be confirmed by further experimental studies.
Besides this, the 2,000 bp upstreams of the NBS-LRR genes were also examined by us. WBOX motifs have been described upstream in the NPR1 gene (a positive regulator of inducible plant disease resistance [49] and upstream of most Arabidopsis pathogen response genes [50] ). The results showed each regular NBS-encoding gene contained this regulatory element averaging 17.10 per gene, which is much higher than that of M. truncatula. There was no significantly correlation between the number of EST and WBOX motifs in each gene. And the counts of EST and WBOX motifs vary substantially between clades and even between highly similar genes within the same clade of the phylogenetic tree.
